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1. GETTING AN “A”

Have you ever wondered which
environments create geniuses or give rise to
great creative ideas?

My guess it would be in classes like
Benjamin Zander offered.  He taught at a music
conservatory for 25 year and, after some
deliberation, decided to give every student an
“A”.  His philosophy is that if the student is
allowed the freedom of expression without the
fear of being right or wrong as an “A” or an “F”
convey  he or she will allow their true genius to
develop and not be cheated out of stardom.

The really interesting part of his program
was that his one requirement to get the “A” was
that the student write him a letter dated at the
end of the school year.  In the letter, the
student needed to express, in as much detail as
possible, what has happened to them over the
year that merits this high grade.  In writing this
letter, he or she had to project into the future
what insights they gained and the milestones
they reached.  It was to be written in past tense
as if it had already happened. Zander was really
interested in how each student viewed their life
now that they have achieved and created
everything they wanted.

My, I think, how life would have changed
for me if my teachers had allowed me this
freedom to explore and express.  Then I think
again and realize I don’t need a teacher to give
me an “A” to begin writing a letter like this to
myself right now.  I guess I would call it a
“Letter of Intention”.  This creative new idea
gives a different spin on the other work I have
been doing around the power of intentions.

This concept is also reflected in the next
article in this newsletter.

Affirmation: All my projects get an “A”.
Exercise: Write your mentor, coach,

boss or spouse a Letter of Intention dated the
Spring of 2006.  I would love to see a copy of
your letter too.

For more on this subject check out the
book The Art of Possibility by R. S. Zander &
B. Zander

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

“Our insistence on hearing the answer we
expect keeps

us from asking the question we should.
~ Anonymous ~

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

2. UNDERSTANDING THE POWER OF
THOUGHT

Many of you may be aware of the book
Messages from Water by Emoto that was made
more famous by the movie “What the Bleep Do
We Know”.  It illustrates through frozen water
crystals the beauty and clarity of words, people
and prayer.  It also gives you a clear picture of
harsh words and disruptive energies.

Stepping back in time almost forty
years, we have the classic work by Cleve
Backster, known as the Backster effect.  He is a
polygraph expert, who continues to research
with plants and other live cultures, to illustrate
the impact on them of sudden threatening
thoughts or actions.   His work was made
famous in Popular Mechanics and Secret Life of
Plants.  Cleve has written about his experiments
in Primary Perception, which is now selling
worldwide.

Another author who illustrates the power
of thought is Julie Motz.  In her book Hands of
Life, she gives an eye opening commentary of
what she hears and experiences as she
participates in transplant surgeries.  She became
aware how important it is to communicate both
with the body experiencing surgery, the organ
being replaced and the new organ brought in
from another person.  This replacement organ is
often available because of another traumatic
event.  With her healing touch intervention,
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patients experienced faster recovery and
diminished long term memories of frightful tales.

Each is worth reading or rereading.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

3. Communicating with Colors and Shapes

Continuing with this multiple part
series with the following exercise on color.
The worksheets can be found in a pdf format at the
link below.

These exercises are part of an evolving
book and workbook.  This unique series is the
beginning of a journey exploring tools and
techniques used to create metaphorical
images for business and the business of daily
living.

Color is part of our every day world.
In this part of the series you will be exposed
to many facets of color and how to use it to
enhance your business and your life.

Yellow stimulates the mind and
creative thinking.   It is the color that catches
the eye first.
Some uses of Yellow:
• Business – Highlighter & yellow tablet
• Marketing – Sunshine & happiness

Know your cultural bias as they vary by
country.

• Chakra – 3rd – Solar Plexus
• Well-Being – some families have given

their children yellow charged water to
relieve gas and blocked intestinal
challenges.

• Yellow can lessen depression & worry.
• Garden mulch of yellow plastic improves

the yield of peppers
• Lance Armstrong’s yellow bracelet
• Sunshine every day

More information can be found in the
worksheets and in the book Discover Color by
Sue Trumpfheller.

EXERCISE: Yellow
1. Where do you notice yellow in your

a. Office?
b. Home?
c. Store?
d. Magazines?

2. How could you use yellow in your business
to stimulate new ideas and creativity for
you and your staff?

3. Feeling stuck?  How can you use yellow to
overcome those issues?

4. Read Healing Sun

The worksheet and more examples of yellow can
be found at
http://www.discoveryiv.typepad.com/color
Susan Bacon copyrights all this material
AKA Sue Trumpfheller

Next Issue - MIND

If you know how color is used in different
business, religious or cultural ways around the
world I would love to hear from you.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

4. CREATE YOUR OWN CLASS!
Southern California Residents:

 Get a group together for all day classes:
 Dowsing, (basics, intermediate or advanced)
 Color and Light from A to Z,
 Labyrinth (flags and colored ribbons or sand)
 Energy work for homes, offices or your body

ASK about other class options too.
We can meet in your area or use my home.
8 to 12 learners will make a great day.

Call 949-707-1299
Out of the area classes are possible too!

Gearing Up for Fall
Beginning in September, team up with some

of your friends in an Energy Management Group.
These full spectrum sessions will provide you input,
wisdom, tools, techniques and support for managing
energy in your business and daily life.

Groups will be divided according to focus
business, personal or business/personal combined.
Meeting times will be set to meet the group schedules
and needs.

As a result of this class you will have new
tools for reducing stress, uncovering those energy
bandits in your life and enjoy some newfound time

To join or form your own group of  4-6
participants, contact me at DiscoveryIV@att.net
Watch for more information in the next newsletter.

5. WHAT YOU MAY NOT KNOW

Over the years I have been
communicating with small children and babies,
some before birth.  It is fascinating work, and
the wisdom they have is amazing.  I uncovered
a trauma that made Christopher afraid of
swimming under water.  Another baby needed
her bed moved because of earth energies and
one boy needed a change of formula because of
allergies.  Recently one child told me more

http://www.discoveryiv.typepad.com/color


babies need my help as well, so you will see
Baby Whisperer listed on my card in the future.

Stimulating projects I’ve enjoyed this month
include:
• Client’s Real Estate deal for suitable buyer

resulted in a 20% increase in purchase price
offered.

• House clearing with a pressurized energy
challenge.

• Added dimensions to product formulations -
several clients – compatibility and energy
patterns were involved.

• Suggested energy techniques which  eased
the hospital stay for a client’s relative.

How can I help you adjust those energy
challenges in your life?

6. ICE – In Case of Emergency
Add this number to your cell phone directory.
Learn more!
http://www.discoveryiv.typepad.com/bwom

Please share with a friend

7. Subscribe/Unsubscribe

Let me know what you want in the way of future
newsletters Discoveryiv@att.net 949-707-1299
© 2005 Susan (Sue) Bacon Trumpfheller

Delight a friend or colleague by suggesting they subscribe to
Energy Examiner newsletter.  Your recommendation is how we
grow, and anyone can subscribe by emailing
DiscoveryIV@att.net

8. So I May Hear

I sleep so I might dream

I dream so I might write

I write so I might learn

Messages from my mind

Messages I need to hear

So I might sleep in peace once again

© July 2005 Susan Bacon Trumpfheller
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